
Moravian stars made of fabric
Instructions No. 2903

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour

Moravian stars are simply part of the Christmas season! Our version is special because the stars are
made of fabric. They are ideal as decoration pendants on presents, on the Christmas tree, in Christmas
decorations or as a gift idea for your loved ones.

This is how you create the moravian stars out of fabric:
Cut 4 x 6 cm wide strips per Fröbel star along the long side of the fabric. Iron the Stretchfix along the edge. Leave to cool and
remove the protective paper. Now fold the opposite edge onto the stretchfix and iron it over. You will then have 4 x 3 cm wide
strips. Fold these strips into moravian stars. It is best to iron the folding stars in. A pair of tweezers is very good for pulling the
strips through.

1. Fold the fabric strips in the middle and cut the laces diagonally.
2. Thread the four strips into each other.
3. Pull on the ends to make a square.
4. Fold the top left strip down.
5. Fold the left strip to the right over it.
6. Fold the lower right strip upwards.
7. Thread the upper right strip under the first folded strip.
8. Fold the lower left strip back 90° to the left.
9. Fold the same strip upwards by 90°.

10. Fold the strip to the right to the middle.
11. You can now see a prong at the bottom. Fold it backwards.
12. Thread the strip through the lower left eyelet.
13. Fold the prong to the front and turn your star 90°.
14. Repeat steps 8-13 for the remaining three strips.
15. Turn the star over. Now fold the back.
16. Repeat steps 8-13 4 times.
17. Turn the star over again.
18. Fold the bottom left strip to the right.
19. Fold the right lower strip up under the right upper strip.
20. Fold the right upper strip under the left upper strip to the left.
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21. Fold the upper left strip down.
22. Fold the upper of the two lower strips 90° to the top left.
23. Straighten the folded strip vertically.
24. Now fold the right upper strip upwards. Push the strip under the adjacent strip until the end appears between the

triangles of the right prong.
25. Pull the strip through so that it forms the shape of a bag.
26. Turn the star 90° to the right.
27. Repeat steps 22-26 3 times.
28. Turn the star around.
29. Repeat steps 18-21, then 4x steps 22-26.
30. Cut off the ends of the strips.

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the
sewn fabric is no longer in our range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

22464 Bea Lena fabric package "Christmas magic" 1

398848 Fleece Stretchfix T30 1

130011 Tweezers 1

10447 prym steam iron Mini 1
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